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SOCIETY OFFICIALS 

 

President and Chairman:    Mr P. Hambrook 

Vice President and Vice Chairman:  Mr M. Blee 

Hon. Treasurer:      Mr C. Buttle 

Secretary:       Mrs J. Blee 

Show Secretary:      Mrs Carol Whittaker 

         36 Cornwall Road 

         Deal 

         Phone: 01304 365683 

 

Committee Members: 

 

  Mr A. Ford   Mr I. Lawrence  Ms J. Aldred 

  Mr S Pitcher   Mrs D. Killip    

 

It would be appreciated if entry slips could be given to the Show Secretary two 

days prior to the shows in order to allocate space for the exhibits. Thank you. 

No entrance fee for shows. 

Please note that all pot plant entries must be presented in a Flower Pot 

of maximum size 200mm diameter unless otherwise stated. 

Please name cultivars/varieties where possible. 

Conversion Table. 

All sizes in this schedule have been quoted in Metric Units. For those of us who 

are still more comfortable using Imperial Units there is a conversion table on 

page nine. 

Novices Competitions: A novice is defined as a member who has not won a 

prize in the Section for which the entry has been submitted.  

 

YOUR HELP WITH CLEARING THE HALL AFTER EACH SHOW 

WILL BE MUCH APPRECIATED. THANK YOU 
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This years Summer Show was very successful but because it clashed with 
several other local was not as profitable as previous years. Our  nett profit was a 
disappointing £50. Our Summer Show is our flagship event and makes a 
significant contribution to our financial health. Were we to have a complete 
washout we would stand to lose up to £750, To guard against incurring a loss of 
this magnitude we are reducing this year’s show to two days instead of three. By 
having the Show on the Sunday instead Monday we hope to have less 
competition for visitors and reduce some of the overheads. 

This year the Committee asked Ian to make ten tables for use in the tea tent 
avoiding the need to hire them. The investment of £395 will pay for itself in the 
coming years. The projector which we bought last year is being put to good use 
at several of our monthly meetings. 

The Committee is now in its third year with our President ,Peter Hambrook, 
continuing as Chairman with Mike Blee deputising for both posts.  

Marlene Walker, who stood down from the committee, continues to  organise 
our trips out . Dot Killip remains a Committee Member and organises all our 
speakers and Carol Whittaker is our Shows Secretary. Julie Aldred joins the 
committee this year. 

The Kent County show takes place on 6th, 7th and 8th of July at the Detling 
Showground and we would like to submit entries the society. Peter Aplin has 
carried the flag for us for many years and we now want to support him. 

You’re never too old to exhibit, you only need to enter in one class, little effort is 
involved, your produce needn’t be perfect and you may win a prize. You can 
take your veg home afterwards and each exhibitor gets a ticket for the show. 
Why not have a go next year? 

Why not enter for a show. 

w e  run three shows each year, the Spring Show in April, the 

Rose and Sweet Pea Show in July and the Summer Show in 

August. We hold monthly meetings in February, March, May, 

June (a barbecue and the potato weigh in), October (a soup 

evening), November (AGM) and December (Christmas Party). Each monthly 

meeting incorporates a competition which are not difficult and we encourage 

everyone to have a go. 

We also encourage everyone to submit entries for the three main shows. 

Although we use RHS judges and therefore maintain a good standard of entry, 

this is not a difficult level.  

 Shows are not all about exhibition carrots or onions, but there are many 

other things that you will find you can bring along. For example, there are 
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always classes for mixed flowers, or shrub stems. Also there are classes for 

handicrafts, flower arrangements, photographs and cookery. 

 Please have a look at the pages here for each show - why not resolve to 

bring at least one item along? We will help you when you arrive. Our shows are 

fun and a good place to browse with a cake and a cup of tea in the afternoon. 

Overleaf  is some advice on preparing for shows if you are hoping for top 

marks. However, if you want to enter for fun don’t let this put you off! The 

suggestions below are taken from The RHS Horticultural Show Handbook, The 

NAFAS Handbook of Schedule Definitions and the WI Handbook. Please refer to 

the relevant specific schedules for details for our shows. 

Vegetables 

Picking for a show: different from picking for the kitchen as there are rules to 

observe. Keep strings in fruit, e.g. the green calyx on tomatoes, strawberries & 

raspberries, to prove it was grown, not bought. 

Stalk: beet, carrots, parsnips and turnips should have 7.5cm of 

leaf stalk. 

Leeks: tidy the tops of leeks if you wish. Roots to be left intact. 

Courgettes: if possible, exhibit marrows and courgettes with 

the flower. 

Sweetcorn: display with 25mm of husk, silk and hank. 

Runner beans: should be straight with a short stalk. Trim stalks 

to same length for all to give uniformity. No outline of the beans 

inside should be showing. 

Broad beans: no outline of the beans inside should be showing. 

If the black eye on broad beans is showing, choose smaller 

beans. 

Peas: ideally should have around nine in a pod. Don’t over 

handle them or the bloom on the pod becomes spoiled. Hold 

them up to the light to see if there are any gaps between the 

peas inside. Such gaps lose points. 

Rhubarb: show as a vegetable. Remove leaf blades so there is not more than 

75mm left. However, forced rhubarb should not be trimmed. 
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Tomato classes: note the size rules for classes. Cherry <35mm, 

medium approximately 60mm and large >75mm.  The calyx 

should be fresh with good colour. Stage on a plate. 

Beetroot: also get extra points for colour. Beetroot are maritime 

plants and like a bit of salt. Give a light dressing when you sow 

the seed and once halfway through the season. Just before the 

show, sponge gently in salty water. 

Roots eg carrots, parsnips and beet: wash carefully with a soft 

sponge under running water. Never use a brush to wash roots; 

they will get broken. 

Potatoes: judges look for uniformity in size, shape, colour, 

health and maturity. Avoid potatoes with too many eyes or deep 

eyes. Broken skin on potatoes will cost points so for best results 

dig the potatoes early and leave in peat or sterilised compost to 

allow the skins to harden before washing carefully. 

Onions other than spring (salad) onions: tie down neatly with 

raffia. Do not skin onions excessively. Trim roots and tidy skin 

a little if necessary, without exposing the fleshy onion inside. 

Shallots: should be separated, not exhibited as clusters of bulbs 

and prepared as per onions. Displaying on the bench in silver 

sand is tidy and they will stand nicely to emphasize uniformity. 

Pickling onions: should be less than 25mm diameter. Again, do 

not skin excessively. Tidy the roots and tie the tops. Prepare as 

per shallots. 

Display: vegetables can be displayed on the provided dish or 

plate. Collections of vegetables can be garnished with parsley, 

but, don’t overdo the garnish. If the schedule says “display in a 

seed tray or box”, do so. Don’t lay the vegetables on the show 

bench. Borrow a tray from the society. 

Collections: For the best chance of success with a collection, 

choose vegetables that have higher points such as potatoes, 

onions, leeks, celery, parsnips. Herbs can be shown in a collection of vegetables 

but will not earn many points.  

Packing: pack exhibits carefully for transport. Wrap vegetables in damp 
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newspaper. Wrap runner beans in a damp tea towel as it keeps 

them crisp. 

Fruit 

Soft fruit: show on the stalk and not hulled. Do not top and tail 

gooseberries that are going to be shown. 

Currants: show as a bunch. 

Grapes, plums and apples: The natural bloom should be 

preserved on grapes, plums, apples, etc. 

Transport: pack carefully to avoid damage. 

Garnish: must be with its own leaf, if garnished. 

Flowers and Pot Plants 

Pot plants: note the size of the pot, stated in the schedule. 

Measure from rim to rim taking the inside diameter. Water pot 

plants so that they are  fresh. At home, turn the pot every day so 

that the plant develops a nice shape. Pot plants need to have 

been in the possession of the owner for the 3 months previous to the show. 

Ensure the pot is clean. 

Flowers: cut them in the evening or early morning, making a 

slanting cut. 

Selections: choose flowers with no weather or pest damage. 

Roses: for specimen roses, the judges look for an upright pointed bud centre 

with rounded petals. 

Room temperature: remember that a warm show hall can cause flowers to 

droop, fully open or drop. A tight bud at 6am can be a full 

bloom by 12 o’clock 

General 

• Allow yourself plenty of time to stage your exhibits. Take 

time for a thorough check after you finish staging. 

• Check that you have the required number of specimens required. 

• Uniformity of size, form and colour bring in higher marks. 

• Cut more specimens than you actually need, choosing in a good light. 

• Entrants must adhere to the size rules in show classes. 
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Floral Art 

• Definition: an exhibit is composed of natural plant material with or without 

accessories, contained within a space as specified in the show schedule. 

• Be sure to comply with any specific requirements of a class as stated in a 

show schedule, i.e. the measurements or the components. 

• Ensure any fresh plant material has its roots or the cut ends of its stems in 

water or water-retaining material to avoid losing points. Succulent plant 

material is OK if not in water. 

COOKERY 

• Shortcrust pastry: texture light and short, not hard or brittle. 

• Cakes: well risen, even in shape and baking and in 

proportion (depth, width). Sides should be smooth 

indicating well lined tin (lining papers should be removed). 

Present cakes on a plate. Fruit should be evenly distributed 

with no burnt fruit showing (remove before baking). 

Domed appearance with slight cracking is OK. 

• Jams: jar filled to within 3mm of top (fill to the top and 

allow for shrinkage) Colour, bright, even and characteristic. 

No scum, foreign bodies, mould or sugar crystals. Even 

fruit distribution - not too many stones. Consistency - 

jellified, not runny or sticky, no loose liquid or syrup. 

Flavour  full, fresh and characteristic of the fruit. 

• Chutney: colour bright and even throughout, no muddiness. 

Jars filled to 1cm from top of jar. Cover must not be liable 

to corrosion – so twist tops should have plastic lining. Do 

not use cellophane cover. Reasonably firm, uniform 

consistency. No large pieces of onion etc. present. No air 

bubbles or free vinegar or repotting. Flavours blended 

well and characteristic of ingredients used. Mature flavour 

indicative of being potted for 2 or 3 months. 

• Jellies: brilliantly clear. No pulp, haze, scum or air 

bubbles. Consistency of the chosen fruit. Flavour true of 

fruit, full and well balanced. 

• Jars of jams & jellies: sealed as soon as they are filled, with a new white 
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 Div 1 Trumpet. 

One flower per stem;longer 

corona (i.e.’trumpet’) at 

least as long as the peri-

anth segments (‘petals’). 

 Div 8. Tazetta.  

Three to twenty flowers per 

stem,perianth segments spread-

ing (not reflexed) and usually 

fragrant 

 Div 2. Large Cupped. 

One flower per stem; short-

er corona (cup) is more 

than a third but less then 

equal to the  length of the 

perianth segments (petals). 

 .Div 9. Poeticus. 

Usually one flower per stem; 

perianth segments white, coro-

na very short or disc shaped, 

usually with a green/yellow cen-

tre and red rim but sometimes of 

a single colour. Usually fragrant. 

 Div 3.  Small Cupped.. 

One flower per stem; coro-

na (cup) not more than a 

third the length of the peri-

anth segments (petals). 

 Div 10. Bulbicodium. 

Usually one flower per stem, 

perianth segments insignificant 

compared to the corona, an-

thers dorsifixed (i.e. attached 

central to filament); filament, 

style curved. 

 Div 4.  Double. 

One or more flowers per 

stem; double the number of 

perianth segments or the 

corona or both. 

 Div 11. Split Corona. 

Corona (cup or trumpet) is split 

usually for more than half its 

length. Either with the corona 

segments opposite the perianth 

usually in 2 whorls of 3 or with 

the corona segments alternate 

to the perianth segments usually 

in a single whorl of 6. 

 Div 5. Triandrus 

Usually two or more pendant flow-

ers per stem, perianth segments 

often reflexed. 

 Div 12. Other. 

This division is for miscellane-

ous cultivarswhich do not fit oth-

er classifications 

 Div 6.  Cyclamineus. 

One flower per stem; perianth 

segments prominently reflexed. 

Flower at an acute angleto the 

stem with a very short  pedicel. 

 .Div. 13. Other. 

This classification is for cultivars 

distinguished soley by botanical 

name. 

 Div 7. Jonquills and  Apodanthus. 

Usually 1 to 5 (more rarely up to 

8) flowers per stem, perianth seg-

ments reflexed or spreading, co-

rona is cup or funnel shaped or 

flared, usually wider than long. 

Usually fragrant. 

  


